North York Moors National Park Education Service

River Investigation
Activities for KS 4/5
Learning Objectives:
To provide pupils with an opportunity to collect field data
using a variety of techniques. To allow for practical revision
and learning relating to rivers, the water cycle and land
management.
Locations
This fieldwork uses a small tributary of the River Esk about
one mile from the Moors Centre. We visit three sites representing order one, two and three streams all along the
Clitherbeck.
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Equipment
Worksheet, paper and pencil
OS map
GPS unit
5m tape measure
2 x metre rulers
30cm ruler
Chain
Gun clinometer
3 x floating objects
Stop watch
Methodology (remind pupils to note any decisions they
make and why they chose to take them)
Grid reference—taken from OS map, use the GPS unit after data is collected at site one.
Channel depth and width—The 5m tape measure is used
from where the water intersects one side of the bank to
the other. Taken at 90° to the channel. The metre ruler is
used for channel depth at an interval of the pupils choosing. Starting from the LHS facing upstream (to make creating a cross-sectional diagram easier later).
Pebble length and roundness—Measure along the long
axis of the pebble and compare against Power’s scale of
roundness.
Gradient— Two metre rules are placed just touching the
waters surface 5m apart. A third person uses the line of
sight on the clinometer to gain a reading.
Velocity— To measure the velocity pupils record the time
for the float to cover a set distance. Taking a minimum of
three measurements to gain an average in M per second.

Field sketch
Demonstrate a basic field sketch to pupils (on
mini whiteboard) and emphasise the importance
of labels and annotations.
To include:
-Title (location, description)
-Grid reference
-Elevation
-Direction sketch was taken in
-Scale
-Labels / annotations / observations
Pupils should highlight and features that are typical of an upland river e.g. Spurs, waterfalls and
V-shaped valley.

The Hjustrum curve
A simple graph sowing the relationship
between the size of sediment and the
velocity required to erode and transport
it. (clay particles are ‘platy’ in nature
and have a high cohesion, so it requires
more energy for erosion
to begin).

Useful diagrams

Meander cross-section

Shows trends
from source to
mouth in a rivers
profile.

The flood (or storm) hydrograph

A short lag time (time between peak rainfall and peak discharge) is associated with a higher risk of flood events.
Ways the lag time may be reduced:

Urbanisation (concrete/tarmac surfaces inc. surface runoff)

Deforestation

Burning or removal of vegetation

Removal of soil (secondary effect of vegetation removal
or direct e.g. removal of peat)

Weather e.g. frozen ground

Local geology (impermeable or permeable)

Channel engineering (can also improve lag time in some
cases)

Extra curricular Links
Flood management

Preservation of moorland, wetland etc

Afforestation
Carbon cycle

Terrestrial carbon sinks (e.g. Peat)

Positive and negative feed back loops

Climate change
Land use

Agriculture

Tourism

Sustainability

Resources
Ecosystems, succession

Biodiversity

Climax communities

Plagioclimax and the human role

Land management
Water cycle

Heather moorland is a classic example of a plagioclimax.
This is where the plant community cannot reach its natural
climatic climax (usually deciduous woodland in the UK) due
to human influence.
Below is an example succession of a lithosere (a sere being
a stage in the development of a plant community towards
its climatic climax).

